Are there any scholarships for Criminology majors? There are at least twelve difference scholarships that undergraduate students can apply for. Each of the scholarships has its own criteria and students are encouraged to apply! Additional information about scholarships and applications can be found on the Undergraduate Student Scholarship page.

What minors are available at FSU? The major of criminology requires that student complete either a minor, full-time internship or second major. For students interested in completing a minor, there are over 84 different minors to choose from at FSU. Check out all of the minors offered at FSU.

What are the requirements to minor in Criminology? To complete a minor in criminology, students must complete 12 credit hours, all with a grade of C- or better, and must include CCJ 2020 (Introduction to Criminal Justice) and three additional criminology major courses.

What are the requirements for the Forensic Accounting minor? The minor in Forensic Accounting is a blended minor between Criminology and Accounting and requires 18 hours from both departments. ACG 2021, Financial Accounting, and CCJ3011, Criminology, are the required prerequisites.

What is the Criminology 3 + 3 Program? The 3 + 3 Program allows criminology majors to complete their first year of law school and upon completion will count as the senior year of the student’s bachelor’s degree. Students in this program will graduate with a bachelor’s degree and juris doctorate degree in a 6 year period.

What do I need to know to do an internship? Students may enroll in a full-time or part-time internship that allows them to work in the field at a criminology/criminal justice agency and gain valuable professional experience for their resume upon graduating!

Which courses count toward the oral competency and computer literacy requirement? All students must meet the oral competency requirement to graduate. In Criminology, the course CJL4565 (Courts and Social Policy) satisfies the requirement. See the list of other university certified courses.

Where can I find career information specifically for Criminology majors? The Criminology Student Services Office has a career advisor, as well as a career resource office loaded with current career information. In the fall and spring semesters there are many different career related events and workshops available specifically for criminology and computer criminology majors. Explore our online jobs database, the Criminology Match Major sheet, or the FSU Career Center.